Newsletter 12

10th December 2018

In this Issue…
P1 Budget breakfast launches
P2: Isaac Physics event &
Christmas Jumper Day
P3: Maths Roadshow
P4-7: Stars of the Week

Don’t forget:
SCHOOL WILL CLOSE FOR
CHRISTMAS ON WEDS
19TH DECEMBER AT
12.10PM

BARGAIN BUDGET BREAKFAST LAUNCHES IN SCHOOL CANTEEN

Our kitchen staff have started offering a bargain budget breakfast for students available
every day for 50p. There's a choice of scrambled eggs, sausages, bacon muffins,
crumpets, toast, and hash browns.
Our Year 9 students Kirsty Taylor, Chasmin Miah and Amirah Ahmad enjoyed sampling
breakfast before lessons. The budget breakfast is also available to staff for £1.
Catering Manager Mr Port said he wanted to give students a hot breakfast at a low price.
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YEAR 10 STUDENTS IMPROVE PHYSICS KNOWLEDGE
Our Year 10 students
improved their physics
knowledge in an Isaac
Physics project at the
University of Manchester
in conjunction with the
Ogden Trust.
They took part in problem
solving skills and improved
their aspirations to study
STEM subjects at
university through
collaborative puzzles and
practical experiments.

STAFF AND STUDENTS TO TAKE PART IN CHRISTMAS JUMPER DAY

Friday 14th of December is Christmas Jumper Day - students and staff are welcome to
come to school that day in a Christmas jumper. This is not a non-uniform day.
Everyone who wears a Christmas jumper should donate £1 to raise funds for Save the
Children. Hopefully lots of us will get in the festive spirit and look our best on the day!
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MATHS ROADSHOW EVENT A GREAT SUCCESS

We had a visit from Upper Sixth students
from Loreto College for a Maths roadshow
last Friday.
They worked with our Year 10 students on
individual tasks, problem solving skills and
fun activities.
Physics Teacher Ms Wilson said our
students were very enthusiastic and
engaged really well with tasks.

Head of Maths Mrs Murphy also took a
group of students to Xaverian College,
where they took part in further maths
challenges.
The two teams from Manchester Academy
came first and second in the “Maths Feast”,
beating competition from 70 students from
other Manchester high schools.
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week….
Name

Reg

Subject

Comment

Abubakar Mukhtar

7PDH

English

Nyemasetu Sibi Sibi

7DCL

Drama

Kayden Flynn Brook

7PDH

Kelvin Ellison

7MMI

Transition
(Drama)

Simadra Al-Kailany

7LBU

Music

Ahmed Abubakar

7RRT

Mubid Aweis

7PDH

Transition

Demario Cox

7JCO

Ms Flowers

Ali Haider

7DCL

Art

Hassan Arif

7JDO

Nawaf Arrumi

7LBU

Computing

Muhammed (Awwab)
Basit

7DCL

Maths

Peter Fowowe

7VCO

History

Abubakar is always working to
the best of his ability and pushing
himself. He helps his partner with
tasks and is an excellent peerteacher!
For the most powerful and engaging performance seen so far in
Year 7. Scared her class and really
impressed me. Join Drama club!!
For a great physical theatre performance this week. Great focus
in rehearsal and a confident final
performance.
Both have shown great commitment to Music over the last few
weeks.
For being such a positive ambassador of the school in all lessons.
This is for a fantastic improvement in his behaviour - well
done!
For extra effort bringing in his
own resources and sharing with
the class!
Excellent decoding skills in converting Binary to letters using the
ASCII table
For excellent effort every lesson. He always completes homework on time and regularly volunteers to help give things out and
collect things in during lessons.
Peter worked hard and got a
great result in his end of topic
history assessment
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STARS OF THE WEEK

Name
Ahmad Al Mahmoud

Reg
7GBE

Subject
Transition

Mubid Aweis

7PDH

Transition

Suhak Ali

8DMG

Spanish

Dior-Jayde Byfield

8SMO

Victor Ribas
Mohamed Jalloh

8MWH
9GDA

Technology
Induction
Drama

Seja Elenzi

9JHP

Induction

Shubham Rawat

9JHP

Maths

Chasmin Miah

9SBU

Mrs Capstick

Kirsty Taylor

9GDA

Mrs Capstick

Comment
For his incredible focus, efforts
and contributions in Science - he
has given 110% in recent weeks.
For being such a positive ambassador of the school in all lessons.
For his excellent effort doing his
work and enthusiasm when
taking part in lessons.
For consistently good work and
effort over the term.
For kindness and helpfulness.
For working hard in his group to
create a powerful and engaging
performance using all the
conventions.
More pro-active in lessons (hand
up) and more resilient this week
For consistent outstanding behaviour, always completing his homework and in-class tasks on time
and for achieving 97% in the
recent KPI test.
Extremely helpful and always first
to give a helping hand. She
works really well with all students
and is a supportive member of
the class. She performs to the
best of her ability and shows outstanding progress in the activities
she takes part in.
Her leadership skills are
exceptional and she works hard
every lesson with a positive
attitude towards learning.
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STARS OF THE WEEK

Name

Reg

Subject

Comment

Khadidiatou Tall

9CWT

Mrs Capstick

Baqir Syed Muhammed

9EMA

Drama

Nor Alenizi

9DMO

Transition

Tariq Yussef

10DMA

Hamiz Gohar

10DMA

Daniel Castana

10DMA

Memona Imran

10LCK

Geography
Geography
Computing
Art

Scott Levins

11

Mrs Capstick

Khalid Farhan

11RBL

Tenae Grady

11CHA

Hanan Xassan

11DSE

BTEC Hospitality &
Catering

For always coming prepared with
full kit and having an excellent
attitude towards learning. Always
helpful and respectful and an absolute pleasure to teach each
week
For leading his group to a strong
performance using all conventions and additional flashback
ideas
For her thoughtful contributions
in English lessons and her determination to think meaningfully
about the questions being asked
about the text.
For completing extension tasks
every lesson in Geography
For excellent exam answer in
Geography
100% in mini test on Computer
Memory
For her effort in lessons and for
coming back after school to
complete work until late.
Scott showed great enthusiasm
when hosting the Christmas party
for the year 7s. He was polite,
helpful and very outgoing. He
showed real community spirit
and ensured the young people
had a good time.
Super stars! Congratulations - We
eventually got there!
Be proud of your efforts Year 11.
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STARS OF THE WEEK

If you would like this newsletter
translated into another language, please
email Manchester Academy at:

manacadnewsletterinfo@manchesteracademy.org

Yours sincerely,

Mr Eldon, Principal.

